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Bonnie, Rhonda, and Julie are three alumni of Tri County Schools, Class of 1972,
who were among those who volunteered for work on local history projects. These
projects included work on the histories of all the communities in the Tri County school
district. Out of this grew an organization called the American History Honors Class
which has as its purpose the preservation of our local heritage. This short history was
one of the many projects on which work was completed.
Much research was done at the Nebraska State Historical Society where they
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Public Library and the DE WITT TIMES-NEWS for their unmeasurable aid. Finally,
we would like to thank the people of DeWitt for their kind assistance and cooperation
in making the work an easier task.

PREFACE

by
Bonnie Runty
Rhonda Powers
Julie Bergmeier

The history of the United States has many chapters, some of which are ignored by
most historians as being unimportant in the story of America's heritage. One such
chapter is the story of our small towns and villages. While for reasons of time and
space, most histories ignore the development of what we might call "middle
America." We cannot ignore it; for it is here that the heart of our nation was, and to
many of us it still remains. To tell the story of our small community is not only the
story of DeWitt, but rather it is the story of all small communities across this land.
Whether you live in Hampton, Iowa, or Redding, California, the joys and hardships of
the early settlers is a heritage we all can identify with our past.
It is this heritage that this small history attempts to tell. It is, however, by no
means a complete history of DeWitt, Nebraska. It is merely an attempt to give a few
chapters in the story of one small village as it changed from a frontier crossroads to a
struggling young community. We make no claims for a history that is error-free.
Rather we invite the readers' criticisms and suggestions so that this small progect
might grow from further research and writing into a larger and more complete story.
Therefore, it is our hope that this project might be the beginning rather than the end of
research into local history.
Don Schnier, Supervising Instructor
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CHAPTERI
FRONTIER BACKGROUND
betw n the Missouri River and the
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The ocean of glory, that was the western· prairie had its dangers to match its
advantages. The highly publicized "savage Indians" were less fearsome than the
violence of nature. A common enemy was the prairie fire, a particularly awesome
spectacle after nightfall. Prairie grass grew as high as a man's head, and during the
rainless autumns it dried and browned under the sun until it was more inflamable
than pitchpine. Once a fire was started the only methods of defense were to set backfire , beat out the flames with brush, or run a drag over the line of fire .
Blizzard tales of the west are legend and many of them are tragic. Inexperienced
pioneers were often caught away from home by blizzards, unaware until too late of
how rapidly the temperature could drop and how low the visibility was in a howling
snowstorm on the plains. Train travelers were not much better off than a man on foot
or horseback.
In the summer of 1874 farmers all aver the West began seeing strange silvery
spots circling in the sunny skies. The silvery circles were millions of grasshoppers in
flight. The insects descended upon the land in columns of one hundred fifty miles wide
and one hundred miles long. Efforts to save crops were futile. One hundred acre
cornfields vanished in a few hours. When a dark cloud of grasshoppers landed upon
the railroad tracks, they stopped all trains because the grease from crushed insects
set the locomotive wheels to spinning.
One old settler said, "I remember the eerie feeling of looking out each morning to
see the sun blotted out by dust clouds. On some days the sky turned black and on
others a dull red. As the ground baked harder and the arroyos and stream beds turned
to powder, the only vegetation surviving was the small cactus."
Today the Great Plains are covered with a carpet of green grass, irrigated crops
and miles of ripened wheat. Farmers and ranchers enjoy this cycle of heavy rainfall,
and the high prices put on crops and beef. The country looks prosperous now and any
suggestion that the land might be desert some day is absolutely unthinkable.
The end of the Civil War released thousands of men to seek a livelihood in a
country disputed by four years of upheaval. Many took advantage of the free public
lands offered by the Homestead Act. A free farm, added to the other opportunities
held forth by a democratic nation, lured many Europeans to seek new homes in
America. They and their descendants have taken an active part in the political life of
the country that they have helped develop. As they took advantage of the free land
they also have laws and a system of order to follow. The Homestead Act made it
possible for settlers to acquire farms of one hundred sixty acres free of all charges,
except for a minor filing fee. To become full owners, the settlers had to live on the land
and cultivate it for five years. Later acts made land even easier to get, especially for
the Army and NavY, veterans.
Imagine the excitement of pulling up roots in the cultured and settled East,
putting the family and all their worldly possessions in a covered wagon and heading
Westward. The land offices were being filled with homesteaders.
As one man put it: "The jam was terrible, and the poor woman was obliged to beg
for more room from fear of fainting. Applications poured in as fast as they could be
taken care of all day, the crowd inside and out never growing smaller, for as fast as
one applicant, with papers properly fixed up would worm his way through the crowd
to the door, and be cast out, panting and dripping with perspiration, another would
squeeze in and become part of the solid surging mass within.
For several years of course life on the frontier was a fierce combat against
poverty. They had many trials such as the weather, fires and their very crude homes
and tools. The one thing they had plenty of was land and the determination to succeed .
Insects polluted their water, ate their crops and clothes, but they still pulled through .
Some became discouraged and left; others, not having the means to leave, stayed and
grew rich .

CHAP TER II
THE FOUN DING OF DE WITT
1872 - 1890
About 21/2 miles west of DeWitt on the south bank of Turkey Creek lies the land on
which the first town in Saline County once stood. This town was Swan City, and in the
1860's and 1870's it boasted a population of over 200 residents. Swan City got its name
from its location on Swan Creek. The town was born in 1865 when William Kraig built
a saw mill on the creek. The county records show that Swan City was made up of 12
city blocks. The streets were 80 feet wide, which allowed the teenagers to race their
horses in the same way they race cars today.
In its heyday Swan City contained a hotel, a mill, 11 blacksmi th shop, a drug store,
2 general stores, a schoolhouse, 2 saloons, and various other business places as well as
homes. Lumber for building was hauled from Nebraska City or Brownville, and a
stage coach on its daily run from Beatrice to Crete forded Turkey Creek at Swan City.
"Wild Bill" or James B. Hickock spent many of his younger days in Swan City. He
was not yet the notorious character of his later days but he was regarded as a bad
man with a gun after the McCandless fight at Rock Creek Station near Fairbury.
About a mile northeast of Swan City was the log cabin of Abe Cox, an Indian
fighter who had no real love for the redman. Abe believed "the only good Indian was a
dead Indian." It was said that his rifle bore 7 notches, showing that 7 Indians had
become "good Indians."
About 1871-1872 Swan City had begun its decline because the railroad had been
built through DeWitt. Without a railroad Swan City was cut off from the rest of the
world. Lawyers, doctors, preachers , and shop owners began moving their businesses
to the new town and most of Swan City went witlt.them. The death of the boom town,
Swan City, was the birth of DeWitt.
DeWitt history begins with the year 1972 when this line of the railroad was completed from Crete to Beatrice. The town site was chosen and surveyed immediat ely
after the completion of the railroad. The town was first known as Dennison but the
name was soon changed to DeWitt. The first settler was a man named Haveland, who
with his family lived in the new town for a few months, and then moved on. J. H.
Artist, Dr. L. J. Cross, J. W. Brown, and W. Wall, were the first permanen t settlers. A
post office was established and Artist was appointed postmaster, he also put in a

small stock of goods and started the first store. Wall was a blacksmith. Brown was a
lawyer and railroad land agent. Dr. Cross began practicing his profession the same
day he arrived and was the town's first doctor.
Soon after this the town was supplied with a drug store, 3 general merchandise
stores, a lumber yard and a hotel. DeWitt was now a respectable little village. Every
town needs a school and for a year DeWitt kids learned reading, writing, and arithmetic in a house outside of town. But in the fall of 1873 a schoolhouse was built in town,
so students could continue their education in a brand new one room schoolhouse. In
188.134 pupils were enrolled in school. There were 14 males and 23 females. The school
continued to grow and in December of the same year, attendance was 51. However the
girls still outnumbered the boys. When school opened for another year on Sept. 1, 1890,
174 pu_pils hollered here or present for 'roll call.

The town continued to grow rapidly until the grasshopp er raid in 1874 which
slowed its progress , and durir.g the fall of that year little building was done. It was not
until Jan. 8, 1875 that DeWitt received its most disastrou s blow. This blow was a fire
that swept over_ the business section of the town and burned nearly all the business
pl~ces. The busmess men carried little or no insurance and the fire was a complete
rum to most of them . Some of the buildings were soon replaced but not until 1876 was
'
the steady process of building up the town resumed .
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the S~1ter Brothers began the erection of a mill . The mill was then one of the
ones m t~e state. Then one day, a mysteriou s fire caused the mill to burn to the
:gest
la
ground. At the time of the burning the mill contained 13,000 bushels of grain and 300
barrels ~f fl~u_r . It was_ later rebuilt. One year after the burning of the mill, DeWitt
was agam v1s1ted by ~ire. A lar?e grain elevator had just been completed when by
some unk~own mean_s it caught fire and burned to the ground . Fires were not the only
natural disasters as m May 1880 the town was visited by a destructiv e tornado which
unroofed the Congregational Church and blew down several buildings . Although
property damage was large no lives were lost.
Located west of town are several hills which were commonly called the Oak
Grove. One day Thomas Duncan, a resident of DeWitt, and some friends rode past this
pa~ch ofland. Tom sa_id "This ,1,and would make a good place for a cemetery ." "When
I ~ie I want to be buned here. A sh~rt time later he died and his friends granted his
wish . Thus Oak Grove became the first cemetery in the county. A cemetery implies
peopl_e and people need news. To fulfill this need DeWitt had a series of newspape rs
T?e first o~e ~as t~e J?eWitt Advertise r, the Free Press was next and then the DeWitt
Times which 1s st!ll m use today.
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The presence of several newspapers is evidence of a growing village. In 1879 the
population was 734 and over the years it topped that figure. Braving hard times, fires,
and tornadoes the town came into being.
The small village was a quiet little town except on Saturday nights. Then, as now
the weekend was full, of fun, dancing, and liquor. Late on Saturday couples could be
seP,n riding down Main Street in buggies, on their way to a dance. Most dances were a
great success but as usual some were failures. If a dance failed it was because there
was more whiskey present than respectability. In Leap Year of 1888 the girls in town
gave a Leap Year Dance, for the boys. The girls did everything-picked the boys up,
took them to the dance, and then home again. At the dance they played games until 11
then refreshments were served. After everyone was rested more games and dances
kept everyone up until late. When finally made to go home most couples were found
lagging behind. After all, who can resist a February moon!
Runaway teams were frequent in DeWitt. If caused by showing off or if really a
runaway-who's to say. In one day John Young's team ran through town scatter\ng a
load of barbed wire through the streets, I. W. Kelly's team took a calf for a wild ride,
then deposited the calf and wagon box in back of the Times News office. To top that a
farmer happened to put two bridles on one horse and only a halter on the other. The
team was full of life and gave the farmer a painful ride until he got them stopped and
could bridle them properly. Some days are quite hectic!
On occasion wild horsemen would race through the streets. Mr. Chesney, a
DeWitt businessman, was told to tell his employers to stop running their teams
through town, as people expected to hear of some child being killed. If the teams
didn't slow down the town was planning on taking a black snake to the drivers!
Some towns were making a fuss about having six and seven hundred pound hogs
walking down the street. But in DeWitt it was a common occurance to see nine and ten
hundred pound hogs, on their way to market. When the wind is from the south the hogs
still come to town-via air waves, as one of the largest hog producing farms in thP,
country is located here. This farm is Waldos, and as they say "hogs are beautiful."
DeWitt had freaks of nature too. Displayed in the Times News office was a pig
with three ears and also a pig with six legs. Probably the biggest thing in DeWitt were
two apples, one measuring 14x14, and the other 14xl5. Those kept the doctor away for
a long time.
Because of hogs in 1882 two men had a big fight. It seems one man had hogs and no
corn. The other man had corn but no hogs. The first man turned his hogs into the
second man's corn. The second man chased the hogs, then the first man chased the
second man with a pitchfork and it cost both parties a law suit.
The transition from horse to automobile in DeWitt was difficult for some people.
In October 1878 a real wild horse chase took place. It seems one David Brown's horse
had been loose on the prairie for eight weeks. Finally the whole town gathered to run
the horse down. After running several miles the horse was finally captured and
brought back home.
DeWitt also had a series of horse races. On a track outside of town the horses
would line up in what appeared to be a straight line and at the sound of a gun they
would begin running . The first prize was usually 25 dollars and it was quite a fight to
see who would get it. DeWitt and Wilber were rivals in horse racing too. Wilber once
held a race and many people from DeWitt went to see the winner. But it seems the
races were void of interest as only a few dimes were taken as gate receipts.
DeWitt had a dry sort of humor. Reading in the paper you might find something
like this:
"No other girl's nose itches so much as that of the one who wears a diamond ring
on her finger."

"Some people are said to play the piano by ear but the usual method is to play it
by hand."
It seems that most humor was built around meals. Like this :
Susy-wanted more and more buttered toast for breakfast until she was told that too much would make her sick. Looking wistfully at the dish for a moment she thought
she saw a way out of her difficulty, and exclaimed, "Well give me another piece and
send for the doctor."
"We had shortcake for tea," said a girl to her neighbor boy.
"So did we" he announced "very short-so short it didn't go 'round." .
A typical dinner was made of fried chicken, potatoes and gravy, vegetables, ·and
milk. Of course there was deep dish apple pie for dessert. It's funny, but a soft-palmed
woman can pass·a hot pie plate to her neighbor at the table with a smile as sweet as
, distilled honey, while a man with a hand as horny as a crocodile's back will drop it to
-the floor and howl around like a Sioux Indian at a scalp dance.
The 4th of July was a fun time for all. The morning consisted of ceremonies and
speeches while the afternoon held the fun. There were foot races. One for the men,
another for boys ages 10-14 and a last race for boys under 10. Glass ball shoot1ng was
another sort of entef-tainment. To end the day an arbor dance was held. In 1863 a bill
for the 4th of July was published in the paper.

2 bands ...... . ........•. $
Fireworks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Printing .................
Sports . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gunpowder . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Arbor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Police . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

80.00

36.00
20.00
28.00

3.40
25.00
20.00

$212.40
This bill must have been too high as next year this announcement appeared:
"If you want a good time on the 4th of July go to Western as not so much as a
·
school picnic will be held in DeWitt."
Every child likes a story of cops and robbers and Deputy Sheriff Wylder could tell 1
a few stories. He once captur(ld an escaped prisoner who happened to come his way. A ,
harness thief came close to getting away his first night in the cooler. He had succeeded in prying up the floor boards and would have been free in a few minutes but the
night watchman came by and stopped him. Some persons love for liquor lead them to
obtain some without expense. They forced entrance to the cellar of John Witte's
building and helped themselves to the best brands there. They were later captured.
Market prices were discussed in DeWitt just as any other town. In 1878 wheat was
selling anywhere from 80-85 cents. But as usual the prices don't suit the people. A ,
farmer from DeWitt took his grain to Wilber as the prices here didn't suit him. The
next day several farmers from Wilber brought their grain here as the prices there
didn't suit them.
Most small towns have street fights and DeWitt had its share. A quiet fight took
place on the street but the parties were too drunk to do much damage. An interesting
fight took place in front of Sire's lumber yard. Two small boys, Leeker and McKee got
in a fight . One hit the other over the head with a two by four and laid him up for a few
days.
1
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As you can see DeWitt was a normal small town. It
was quiet, exciting, hectic ,
and funny all in the same day.
In 1882 DeWitt had 66 business places. These includ
ed
groceries, a baker y and 2 lawyers. These business places a millinery, a jewelry, 3
withstood many disasters.
Like the Easte r Storm of 1873. This story was told by
Thomas Whiffen. "It was April
14, a Sunday morning. The sun was shining brightly,
it was a beautiful day . About
noon it clouded over and a mist of fine rain began falling
. A little later the wind turned
into the north and snow began falling. It grew increa
singly colder and a very strong
wind was blowing. We slept in the attic upstairs. The gable
s of this room were boarded
up with cottonwood boards and they had shrunk and
twisted until you could almost
throw a cat through the crack s. The roof was of cotton
wood shingles. They were
twisted into every angle .
It snowed inside about the same as outside. When
we got into bed we pulled the
covers over our heads. When morning came the snow
was sever al inches deep on top
of us and on the floor. We had left our shoes down
stairs so when we got up in the
morning we had to get out into the deep snow with
our bare feet which wasn' t
pleasant. This storm kept up for two more days. It
got very cold and the wind continued to blow just like it knows how to do in dear old Nebra
ska. A lot of stock perished
and several people lost their lives. "
Another terrib le storm was the Great Blizzard of 1888.
Surely the memories of this
terrible storm will linger with us as long as time for
us lasts. None in our time ever
equaled this Great Blizzard. The weather had been
nice
forenoon of this day, it was warm. A heavy snow began and on the morning and
falling early that morning
from the southeast. The air was filled full of great
big flakes of snow. The thermometer was up into the 40's and not a breath of air was
moving.
This snow continued to come down until three o'cloc
k, when there was a good 16
inches of snow. In any other parts of the state there was
no snow at all. Suddenly there
was a roaring sound, the wind had swung into the north
and the terrib le storm was on.
In just a few minutes the therm omete r had gone down
sixty degrees.
Several teach ers and their pupils stayed at the schoo
lhouse all night. No lives
were lost around here but several perished in other
places. There were reports of
bodies being uncovered with the spring thaw. The pupils
and teach ers danced to keep
warm. There was nothing to eat and some weren ~
t rescued for three days. They
burned books and furnit ure-a nythi ng they could get.
Others tried to make it home by following the fences.
Many died within a few feet
of their front door. Some hid in haystacks to try to keep
warm , and perished. It was
one awful storm and we hope we will never see another
like it.
But blizzards weren 't the only thing the people had
to cope with. There was the
grasshopper raid of 1874. It was about two o'clock
Sunday afternoon, July 26 when
many folks heard something striking the roof of the
house. Going outside they saw
grasshoppers just beginning to come down, and the chicke
ns and turkeys were trying
to eat them as fast as they came down . As the grassh
oppers came faster the chickens
gave up the conquest. Faste r and faster they came until
they hid the sun. It grew dark
like the shades of evening. The chickens thought it was
night and went to roost. My,
but those grasshoppers were hungry! Everything green
vanished before them. By
night there wasn' t much of anything left. Where they
roosted at night, on the trees or
on the sides or roofs of buildings, they continued to eat.
They ate the bark on the trees,
the shingles and sides of the buildings.
They staye d three days, filled the ground full with eggs
and finished everything
green. Beets, carro ts, turnips and onions, they ate
them out-j ust the hole in the
ground where they had been was left. Wheat and oats
were harvested but the corn well there wasn 't any left to husk that fall.
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Close of $100.00 Contest Sale at Green Mercantile Co .. Store at DeWitt.

The two feed stores, two livery iwns, two bl~cksmiths, two furniture stores, two
lumber offices, two hardware stores, thr~ elevators and--theJiamess shop attracted
the farmers who come to town to do their trading.-The short order house and the
restaurant were said to have served delicious meals that rivaled a home cooked fare.
Men crowded around the three barber shops and the two saloons to bear the latest
news and read one of the three papers published in DeWitt during this time: THE DE
WITI' REPUBLICAN, THE DE WITI' EAGLE, and the DE WITI' TIMES NEWS.
Many times, the rival newspapers printed "facts" in their papers that would l~d one
to believe that the other papers were not worth the time it took to read them:
The DE WITI' TIMES NEWS contains 1232" of space 1 column wide. The
Eagle contains 480". And yet the Eagle has to steal editorials and run
l!.l.edi~al J!.~ l~ fill space.
H there was a disease that the doctors could not cure, one could be sure to find a
medical ad in the newspaper that promised the patient's return to health. Some of the
more common ads pertained to the woes of a tired woman, kidney and bladder infections as well as all types of pills, ointments and tonics that promised miracle
restorations of youth and vigor. Many of these turned out to be nothing more than a
bottle of liquor with directions for use on the label.
A lumber mill from Swan City was moved to DeWitt in 1872 and was converted
into a hotel and later a boarding house. It was the home of Daisy Kiburz for many
years, but after her death it was torn down. The hotel from Swan City was moved 2½
miles east to DeWitt where it became a residence. The "Iowa House" as it was once
known, is presently the home of Mrs. Norma Schmale. Four physicians and one
dentist kept the town healthy. One of these general practitioners, Dr. Cross Sr. moved
his practice from Swan City to DeWitt. His son, Guy, also took up medicine and later
became DeWitt's doctor. There were two undertakers setting up business in DeWitt
also.

Many modern conveniences were being introduced to DeWitt during the first few
years of the 20th century. People often regarded these new-fangled gadgets with
mistrust. Today we find ourselves relying on them. The telephone was the first
modern gadget initiated in DeWitt. W. H. Daubendiek purchased eight telephones
from a Chicago company and had them connected in the fall of 1900. The conducting
wires were run along the tops of trees and houses connecting Dr. Wiggins, James
Schofields' store and house, C. W. Ribble residence, D. F . Venrick business and
residence, and the W. H. Daubendiek business and residence. The total 'cqst of the line
was about $18 for each connected phone. A second circuit was started a little later
after many people realized the great potential of the telephone. The switch board was
in the Daubendiek residence and Mrs. Da~bendick served as the first operator. The
first farm line circuit was built to the Jacob Weibel farm ancl connected on February
20, 1902. By July of 1906 there were twenty-seven farm telephone lines. Every morning
the DeWitt Telephone Company would receive by phone the weather report at 9:30
A.M ., direct from the U.S. Weather Service. It was common for farmers who came to
town to stop at the telephone company and get the weather predictions for the coming
week.
The party line was often used in the rural areas. There were as many as fifteen
families connected in this manner to one telephone line. Listening to the latest gossip
on the party line was the hobby of many rural women. News both bad and good
traveled quickly on the party line. The telephones were often noisy and it was hard to
hear what was being said unless the other person was almost shouting. This
characteristic of the party line often led to the spreading of groundless rumors
because a message was misunderstood.
Up until this time the DeWitt papers were filled with local stories about runaway
horses and horses dropping dead after a long ride. Now there appeared stories of
horses being scar!;!d to death by automobiles! The DE WITT TIMES NEWS published
this account of one of those shocking events :

A horse belonging to Tom Fort dropped dead from fright last Sunday.
Tom was starting to drive home and was by tht! lumber yard when he was
passed by two automobiles. It was too many for the horse which stood
trembling for a moment and fell dead.

Switch Board for DeWitt Telephone Company-Libel Close, Edna Garrison, Tizzie
Close.
·

Horses were very much afraid of autos. They would rear up, turn around, kick
and often run off, upsetting the buggy. It was an unwritten law that an auto meeting a
buggy on the rc,>ad had to stop the car and the driver woulo have to get out and help
lead the horse past the auto.
At first people ridiculed automobiles. They broke down often and were hard to
repair since people knew little about mechanics before tinkering with cars. A flat tire
every ten miles was common in those early days because roads as well as tires were
bad. When cars got to going thirty miles an hour, that was something people talked
about. Racing and pulling contests were a favorite pastime of early auto owners. A
pasture hill served as the race track and a handful of neighbors always came to watch
and cheer. Many times the pulling ability of the horse was tested against that of the
automobile.

The automobile has been the greatest challenge to the existence of the rural
community. It enables the trader to travel to larger cities where there is a greater
market for his goods. The shopper also finds a larger selection of merchandise in a
city. During the period that followed the invention of the automobile, one finds that
·cities such as Lincoln and Beatrice showed a marked increase in population while the
rural community suffered a constant decrease. The greatest contributing factor
behind the population shift was the automobile. Small communities such as DeWitt
have little hope of survival if the people of the area do not trade in the community and
patronize the businesses established there.
Late in 1910 J. A. Sire advertised in the DE WITT TIMES NEWS that he would
install an electric light system if enough citizens were interested. In 1915 the village
bought an electric plant although electric lighting didn't become popular until 1920. At
this time money was available to the farmer and therefore to the town businessmen
also because of the boom in mechanized farming. The replacing of old fashioned gas
or kerosene burning lamps ran quite an expense. Often instead of converting totally to
electricity, the people would have both gas and electric lamps because electricity in
the beginning was not too reliable.
·
Recent inventions were not the only things that were new in DeWitt early in the
20th century. The village was presented with a sum of money from the Carnegie
Foundation, with which to build a library. On January 10, 1908 the building was
dedicated. The key to the new library was presented to the town and a speech by J .
Reed Green on the life and virtues of the donor, Andrew Carnegie, was given. Music
was furnished by the DeWitt City Orchestra. After the program, W. F. Waldo sold
boxed cakes and ran a cake walk that raised over $100 for the fund to buy more books.
At this time there were 800 books already on the shelves. Most of these had been
collected from people in the town . The first librarian was Nellie Venrick who was paid
fifty cents a _d_ay f~r ~rking at the library.

...

¼

1910-Autos paraded on streets of DeWitt.
The electrically-operated push-button {loors on the 1914 Scripps-Booth were way ahead of
their time. The 1914 Maxwell, on the other hand, had what the ads of the day called the
"pure stream line body." "The gracP-fully rounded double-shell radiator" had a very functional shock absorber to protect the radiator from vibration. The now scarcely remembered
Saxo n was once a household word for, no matter what the value of the dollar, $395 is not
too much to spend on an automobile. The old Austin, as the ad copy indicates, offered a
unique two-speed rear axle and reach cantilever springs.
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Auto advertisement in 1914 DeWitt Times News. Car featured wood or wire wheels,
electric lights and starter.
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The library building was a thirty by forty, one story structure made of cemen
blocks with a massive porch. The upper floor was divided into a book room , lobby an
reading rooms. The basement contained an auditorium and a small room for ga
lighting and heating plants. The first few years after the library was built one foun
various community organizations such as the active 20th Century Club meeting in th
library . The library seemed to be the center of community activity. Many of th
churches did not have a place for social activities, so the library was often used b
church groups.
The library served DeWitt until February 9, 1963 when without warning the enti
south wall of the fifty-six year old building collapsed. The librarian , Mrs. Audre
Howlett was sitting in the south room at the time. She was surprised and frightene
but fortunately not injured. For the next year the books were stored in the Burlingto
depot. The community pulled together and began to raise funds for a new library. Th
new library was located on the same site as the old building. Open house was held i
the new library on July 12, 1964. The only remnant of the old library is the cornerston
which can be found in front of the new library.

Community celebrations, church activities, wolf hunts, baseball games a
programs at the opera house served as the main forms of entertainment in DeWi
Perhaps the biggest day for everyone in the community was the Fourth of July.
Each year the Fourth of July was marked with an all day celebration . The rur
families from miles around traveled the dusty roads to DeWitt for this special eve
The business places would close down and the entire community dropped their wo
to take part in the festivities. The day began with a program in the morning featuri
patriotic speeches, the reading of the Declaration of Independence, and music by t
DeWitt City Band . Main str eet was flooded with people who gathered around a fl
draped platform in the middle of the business district.
During the hot afternoon ice water , ice cream , soda and beer evaporated readil
In Hill , the DE WITT TIMES NEWS reported that the temperature in the sha
reached 108 degrees. The hot weather never seemed to spoil the fun of an afternoon
watching the baseball games. During this time the ladies also had a baseball tea
There were several games between the ladies in bloomers and the rnen in skirts. T
largest crowd ever assembled in Saline County in those days was in attendance at o
of those games. 1,100 people witnessed the ladies in bloomers out~play the men 1
skirts with a score of seventeen to sixteen.

After the baseball games, the Fourth of July celebration continued with fo
races , pony races and a horseshoe tournament. The horseshoe court was locat
behind the present barber shop in DeWitt. This seemed to be the main attraction oft
businessmen and farmers. The competition was stiff and the winner received a trop
for his efforts. The evening offered a program of some kind at the opera house. T
high point of the day came when the fireworks were shot off the roof of Dr. Cros
office.
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For some reason, after 1912, the Independence Day celebrations died out. During
this time the business went on as usual on the Fourth of July in DeWitt and m~ny
people went to other towns to take part in their celebrations. The baseball team
played their games in surrounding towns and usually came home defeated.
It was not until 1919 that a Fourth of July celebration was held in DeWitt again.
The whole town turned out to honor the brave soldiers of World War I. This year the
community made up for the years when there were no celebrations. The festivities
featured the usual softball game, horseshoe tournament, novelty races, speeches and
band music as well as new forms of entertainment such as a public water fight, free
tumbling and trapeze acts, free moving pictures and dancing in the streets. There
were over 2,000 people in attendance for this grand celebration.

Fourth of July Celebration-DeWitt Cit~_Band marchin!{ in the parade.

Dramatic presentations, concerts by the DeWitt City Band, community dances
and occasionally a silent moving picture were the featured entertainment at the
DeWitt opera house. The DE WITT TIMES NEWS even ran a critic's column after
some of these productions:
A mellow apple is one that has begun to qecay apd a mellow drama is one
that is two-thirds rQtten to begin with. There was a melo-drama at the
opera house last night.
The "Times" was scrumptiously honest about all matters of public concern.
Above all, the publishers felt it was their duty to tell the truth, no matter how painful h
might be to some people. A majority of the populace did not appreciate this characteristic of the paper:
A man told us this week that he did not like our paper because we are
always telling the truth. We admire his frankness. There are many people
who hate the truth, but hate to admit it.

In 1915, some citizens even went so far as to try to force the paper out of business
by boycotting it. However , their efforts were unsuccessful as the DE WITT TIMES
NEWS continues to publish weekly . fifty-seven years after this incident.
Before the days of slander laws, newspaper editors could print anything about
anyone . And they did. Two leading citizens of DeWitt carried on a feud in the pages of
the DE WITT EAGLE. One was known to the readers as Chief Silas and the other was
called Duroc . Chief Silas was a stout man with a large nose and Duroc was " thin in
flesh " and noted for the fact that he was trying to find a wife. The stories printed in the
" Eagle" centered around Duroc chasing the "sows" of the town until they were so
wild eyed that they would run into the arms of their protector, Chief Silas. At the top of
the column there appeared the caricature of each personality. In good time both men
ran out of insults to hurl at each other and battle disappeared from the folds of the
public press.
But the need for entertainmen t did not disappear. Occasional wolf hunts served as
a form of Saturday afternoon entertainmen t for the gentlemen of the community
while it also benefited the farmers who were bothered by these animals . Actuaily,
coyotes and not wolves were hunted. The men surrounded several sections of land and
worked their way to the center from all directions. After one of these hunts the DE
WITT TIMES NEWS reported :

served. The farm women could be found to rise early in the morning on threshing day
to butcher several chickens and fry them; bake fresh rolls and bread ; peel over 200
potatoes by hand, pick ear corn and husk it, as well as fixing the table and managing
to look pretty for the gang of often over fifty men. After dinner the whole process
would start over again for lunch and supper. The men who went through the harvest
season were the best fed men on earth.
The men working in the fields had to cut the grain several days ·before the
threshing machine would come so that the grain could dry. When the big day came,
neighbors from miles around would come to help bind the grain into bundles to be
pitched into the giant threshing machine. The harvested grain would be put in horse
drawn wagons and hauled to the nearest town elevator. Harvesting took place in July
and many times both man and beast would fall panting from the hot, hard labor. It
was the job of small boys to carry water to the horses and men. In the middle of the
hot afternoon the women would bring a lunch to the men working in the field.

The wolf hunt last Saturday was a fizzle ... The men found no signs of
wolves or any other ferocious animals . .. The affair wound up to be a
drinking party.

Threshing machine and engine.

As today, entertainmen t took second place to the work that needed to be done. The
threshing season proved without a doubt to be one of the busiest times of the year.
Every element of society was involved in some way with the grain harvest. The
women perhaps had to work even harder than the threshers themselves. It was their
job to cook three meals a day for the hungry m, 11 that fed their faces just as they fed
the threshing machine. The women always took pride in fixing the food for the men.
Neighbor ladies would try to out-do each other in the quantity and quality of the food

The lady of yesterday did an immense amount of work compared to the modern
housewife. She had to do almost everything by hand and often raised most of the food
the family ate. Most of the women of yesterday cooked three meals a day every day of
the year, washed, cleaned the house and looked after the needs of their family. She
had a few conviences however, the most important being the cookstove.
In 1900 the cookstove was the most necessary and useful piece of furniture in the
home. It cooked the meals, provided warmth and aided in many household tasks. The
life of the homemaker was centered around it. The cookstove generally burned coal,
wood cobs or when the price of corn was low, sometimes corn. Every summer the
wom~n coltld can fruits and vegetables and make preserves to stock the cellar
shelves. Families in the 1980's and 1900's raised most of the food they ate, regardless if
they lived in a small town or in the country. They relied on the general store only for
such common ingredients as sugar, salt, spices and sometimes flour.
Washing was not an easy task either. A boiler was placed on the relia_ble
cookstove and a careful housewife boiled all of the white clothes to remove stams.

Next, the hot water was placed in a large tub where the clothes were rubbed by hand
over a scrub board and run through a hand operated wringer. Home-made soap
served as hand soap as well as laundry detergent. Soap was made out-of-doors in
large butchering kettles over an open fire. This is a common recipe for homemade
soap:
5 lbs. lukewarm melted grease
1 can of lye
1 quart of cold water

3 tablespoons borax
1 teaspoon salt
2 tablespoons sugar
1/2 cup cold water
¼ cup ammonia

Dissolve the lye in cold water. Add fat slowly, stirring. Mix the other
ingredients together and add to the mixture. Stir until thick and light
colored. Pour into pan lined with cloth. Work into pieces before it is set.
After the clothes had been dried on an outside line and often being frozen stiff in
winter, the clothes were ready to iron. Several flat irons were placed on thl! stove
ready to be heated. When the irons became hot enough protective pads were placed
around the metal handle and the lady of the house was ready to press her laundry.
Often smoke from the wood burning stove would build up a film on the iron and cause
it to stain the garment, which of course then would have to be rewashed. At least two
to three different irons were used because when one iron became cool and no longer
suitable for pressing, it would be placed back on the stove and another iron would be
taken in its place. Ironing was a very tedious and painstaking task since pleats,
ruffles and tucks were fashiona ble in both men's and women's clothinJi: at this time.
In the days before electricity , light was produced by kerosene lamps. Everyday
the ornate chimneys had to be polished and the wicks had to be trimmed. Often the
lamps had to be refilled with kerosene. Another daily task was removing the ashes
from the cookstove. Many times the ashes were kept and used in the manufacture of
homemade soap.
On almost every lot in DeWitt around 1880, one could find a house, a wood or coal
shed, an outdoor toilet and if the horse and buggy were not housed at the livery stable,
a barn for that purpose. Some families raised a cow and kept a few chickens to supply
their own needs. There were no lawn mowers, and the grass grew tall unless there
was a horse or cow to graze it down. Most people living in a small rural community
had a garden plot. The house of the early 20th century was usually a two story white
frame building with black window frames and screens. The exterior of the house was
decorated with porches adorned with elaborate wood carvings generally referred to
as ginger bread ornamentation. A home could be built for around $1,530 in 1900.
· Dewitt's main street is lined with business houses of typical turn of the century
architecture. Thetall false fronts stretch one story shops into tall buildings and make
· even the smallest town seem a bit more metropolitan. Many of these false fronts form
gables and are decorated with elaborate plasterwork, often denoting the year and
owner oi tne buurung af the tinie.ofits construction. The ceilings in the stores are high
and often decorated with fancy tiles.
One store that proved to be popular with the ladies was the clothing store. Fashion
to the woman of the late 19th century was just as important as it is to the female of
today. Long skirts, although of varying widths dominated the fashion scene
throughout this period.
.
In the Gay Nineties, legamutton sleeves and skirts gathered at the waist were the
mode of dress for ladies. Merchants advertised that they would give women a blouse
if they would buy the yards and yards of material to make legamutton sleeves to go

with the blouse. There was little change in fashion during the first ten years after the
turn of the century. The mature looking woman was admired: tall, small waisted and
heavy bosomed. The S-shaped look, resulting from the type of corset worn at this
time rebuilt the hour glass figure of the previous decade. About 1910 dresses became
smaller at the hem and larger at the 'Yaist. The hobble skirt of 1911 was so tight
around the ankles that walking was almost impossible. Buttons sewn in the most
unlikely places were the favorite trimming. A tunic overskirt appeared in 1912 and
evolved into an entire dress by 1914. V-shaped necklines introduced during this time
shocked the fashion world. The V-shaped neckline was considered by many to be
harmful to both health and morals. The publishers of the DE WITT TIMES NEWS
commented on the fashion rave of 1914:
We are-not oneof those prudish editors who like to find fault with the way -·
women undress themselves in public, but we confess a slight shock last
Saturday in Lincoln when we saw a beauty with a slit in her skirt so high
.
and a Vat her neck so low that the two almost met in the middle.
. .. _
_____
.:_During-World War I _the fuller -skirts-crep(up.to .mid~ alf length, ·revealing high
laced boots. Hats were small and usually trimmed with a single vertical feather.
· Men's clothing remained extremely formal with with stiff collars, small black
ties and dark suits being popular. Niemeyer's Store advertised in 1915 that their
men's dress shirts that usually sold from$1.00 to $1.25 w~re now on sale for 59c. Men's ·
50e work shirts were now selling for 42c. Men's dress shoes were had for $2.98.
,The fact that fashions were becoming more important reflected a stowarprosperity for the village. Times were hard in the 1890's and now it seemed as if at
for only $2.98.
. .The fact that fashions were becoming more important reflected a step forward
prosperity for the village. Times were hard in the 1890's and now it seemed as if at las_t
DeWitt m.!ght look_!O!W!l~d to financial security.
. __

NEBRASKA LAND FOR 1894
I've reached the land of drought and heat
Where nothing grows for man to eat.
The wind which blows with burning heat
Over this land is hard to beat.
0 Nebraska land , sweet Nebraska land
As on the burning soil I stand
I look away across the plains
And wonder why it never rains .
Till Gabriel blows his trumpet sound
And says the rain has gone around
The farmer goes into his corn
And there he stands with look forlorn
And "to himself begins to talk
And sees the shoots have missed the stalk.
We have no wheat , We have no oats,
We have no corn to feed our shoats.
Our chickens are too poor to eat
Our pigs go squealing through the streets
Our horses are of broncho race
Starvation stares them in the face
We do not live - We only stay
We are too poor to go away.

CHAPTER IV
THE TRANSITION FROM CROSSROADS
TO COMMUNITY
Ironically, ~he 18~0's ~re often referred to as the Gay Nineties. The 1890's were
actually a tragic period m American history for the laboring man as well as the
farmer. The farmer was su~fering from a decline in the prices paid for agrarian
produ:ts as well as the h~rd times a drought brings. All over the state crops withered
and died under the merciless sun. ~ain and fair prices on farm products simply did
n?t come. Farm p~ople were becommg more and more discontented. Their causes of
distress were various.
During _the 1880'~ farm p~ices had bo~med. Mechanized farm tools coupled with
the expandmg _farmmg frontier made this possible. The farmer had in fact overproduced certam products such as wheat and corn which caused the prices on grain to
drop.
To many farmers it seemed that the government was against them. In the past
de_c~de the mortgages on farm property had risen from 343 million dollars to 586
m1lhon dollars. The bankers were in partnership with the federal governmen t through

the National Bank and were therefore partly responsible for the situation of rural
America, thought some. The bank was demanding the payment of interest and
renewal charges in the mortgages in cash. Many families were forced to leave the
farm during this time because of the lack of available money.
Industry was protected by tariffs while the farmer was forced to compete with
other nations' farm products on the world market. The farmer again felt that he had
been short changed. Rural America shouted that it was time for action.
Smaller organizations that had been formed prior to this time such as the Farmers' Alliance, Grange and Green Back Party had strived towards better farm
legislation and prices. In the 1890's these farm organizations and anyone who was an
enemy of the railroad and industrial monopolies joined together to form what became
;he People's Progressiv e Party of the Populist Party. In 1889 the Populists became
organized in the DeWitt area. The farmers that joined the organization seemed to
think the solution to the problem was to raise more cane and less corn. The state
elections of 1890 showed that already the Populists were receiving more votes than
either the Democrats or Republicans. They had also gained control of the Nebraska
State Legislature .
The first national Populist Party convention was held in Omaha in 1892. One of the
more popular party planks dealt with the free coinage of silver. The Populists said
that if silver was used to back up bank credit, Americans would not have to worry
about the gold shortages that cause money panics. Farmers at this time were advocating inflation by supporting the issuance of free silver. This is rather ironic
because today rural America is fighting inflation. Free silver became more popular
after the industrial panic of 1893. This depression caused many banks to fail and
businesses to close. The Populist movement gained more support from other
segments of society outside the farm .
Nebraskans, including the citizens of DeWitt became involved in the Populist
movement. A newspaper published here in the 1890's, THE SALINE COUNTY INDEPENDE NT mirrored the views of the Populist Party. There was a great deal of
feuding between the editors of the " Independent" and certain Republican papers
published in the county:
Last week in the WILBER REPUBLIC AN and the WESTERN WAVE printed on the
same day , each contained four original (?) editorials which were just
alike word for word. The question now before the people is: Who writes
the editorials for the Republican papers?
In 1896 DeWitt formed a Bryan Club which met weekly at the "Independent's"
office. William Jennings Bryan, a native Nebraskan and member of the Populist
Party had been nominated for the presidency of the United States. He voiced the
progressive democracy of the common people. Most of the populace of DeWitt were
determined to see him in the White House. The following are excerpts taken from the
SALINE COUNTY INDEPEN DENT in the election year of 1896:
This is a very quiet campaign and the candidates are all going it on a still
hunt. Some of the Republican candidates it is said go into the corn fields
and help farmers shuck corn until they get the promise of a vote. Some of
the farmers are catching on and they don 't say anything until the box is
full.
You say you want free silver? Then vote the Populist ticket. You can't get
it by voting either of the old party tickets. Their records prove that.
Next November is house-cleaning time. A vote for the Populists candidates throughout the county and state would be the quickest and bC'st
way of cleaning up .

The Populists under Bryan were defeated in 1896 because the Democrats had
incorporated the Independent Party platform into their own . With this one great
defeat the Populists gradually began to disappear. Conditions were improving and the
farmers were finding less to complain about. The eyes of the nation had turned from
those of home problems to those of fighting the Spanish-American War.
After 1896 the "Independent's" subscribers were becoming fewer and fewer .
Before long it was apparent that the "Independent" would soon be out of business.
The editors, Rodgers and Stout were critical to the last of the Republicans:
Look at the long faces that you meet every day and then ask someone if
that fellow that you just passed is a Republican.
The time of year has again arrived when all the Republican papers are
furnished with free supplements, without the expense of postage or express. What is the matter with this state that they are again sending out
their lying statements through the folds of the public press?
At the dawn of the 20th century DeWitt became interested in civic improvement.
In 1906 the village passed an ordinance which stated that all sidewalks built in DeWitt
must be made of brick or cement and be at least four feet in width. On Railroad,
Concord and Fillmore Streets they must be at least twelve feet wide. These new brick
or concrete sidewalks replaced old board walks and were significant because they
represented one of the first public improvements.
There were other improvements needed according to some citizens. Some of
these people in DeWitt became interested in the temperance movement and they
started a war against the town's saloons. Little attention was paid to the temperance
people until the issue of liquor sales was put to a vote of the people in 1914. Although
DeWitt voted wet, she went dry because the crusade against the saloons was beginning to find a foothold in the community.
Another issue that received a lot of attention was the question of women's sufferage. Women worked as hard as anyone, yet they received little thanks from the
masculine world for their efforts; they did not have the right to vote. This issue also
came to a vote in 1914, but it was defeated by a margin of ten to one. The DE WITT
TIMES NEWS had this to say about the right of women to vote:
Well, there is no reason why a man should feel called upon to state his
position on the women's sufferage question before the women speak. So
far, we have not heard of any DeWitt woman who wants to vote.
When people speak of the "good old days" they must be talking about the low cost
of living that existed back in those days. In 1915 Niemeyer's Store was selling four
boxes of corn flakes for 28c; one gallon of pie peaches for 29c; Sheet music for 5c and
ladies' aprons for 39c. Corn sold from 30c to $1.70 a bushel during the years 1900-1920.
And as corn prices went up so did the price of land. By the end of World War I farming
was a profitable business.
The town of DeWitt was shocked on April 16, 1912 when the most disastrous fire in
twenty-six years hit the small community. The fire broke out in the center of the
business district. At three A.M. the old bell in the Congregational church tower pealed
out, waking the town and sounding the alarm for the fire department. Citizens still in
their night shirts and robes flocked downtown to help fight the fire in the buck:et
brigade. The town's old hand powered engine was too small to make any show against
a fire of this proportion. It also seems that both of the two hoses owned by the town
were rolled onto the same reel and had to be untangled before the supply of water
stored in tanks under the street could be tapped . Soon it became obvious that G. B.
Miller's Barber Shop and the Brier Brothers' Implement on the north side of main
street were beyond being saved. Rossiter's Meat Market was also beginning to burn.
The Times Print Shop and Schumacher's Store which adjoined the burning shops
were drenched with water so that the fire could spread no further.

Early rising farmers were alarmed by the eerie yellow glow that hung in th~ sky
around DeWitt. The flames that enveloped the three burning buildi?gs ~eaped higher
than the tree tops and were visible for miles aro~d. _When the fi~e ~mally burn~d
•t elf out downtown DeWitt was the picture of d1spair. Three bmldmgs and their
~intents had been completely destroyed and two others _had been badly d~maged. The
muddy stteets were filled with portio?s of charred timbers and the sides of other
buildings were singed and covered with soot.
.
From out of the ashes rose a platform made out of n~w lu~~er. The attention of
the town turned from tragedy of the fire to the _up-commg vJSit of the hero of the
Spanish-American War and ex-president of the U?1ted_States, _Theodore Roosevelt. 0~
April 18, 1914 a special train bearing Teddy ar~1ved 1~ DeW1~t- R~osevelt was cam
paigning for the 1912 presidential elections and his stop m DeWitt wets one of the many
scheduled stops on a whistle stop tour of the mid-west. The Bull Moose Party leader
was greeted at the Burlington depot by a large crowd. Everro~e pushed t~ get clos~ to
the rear platform of the train, expecting to see the energetic httle man with the thick
glasses emerge from the coach. To the amazement of the cro~d, Theodore Roose~elt
waved to thetn from the engine! from the depot he was taken m a car to the spea_k_mg
platform in downtown DeWitt, where people from surrounding to~ns, rural ~amil!es,
school children on hay racks and businessmen had assembled. This was the first tim~
many people had been to DeWitt since the fire and some of the country folk hadn t
even heard about the disaster.
In the days before the public address system only the politicia_ns with the loud~st
voices were heard. Teddy bellowed and waved his arms for 15 mmutes but the wi?d
that day carried his words away. The admiring crowd could not hear what T.R: sa1~,
but they clapped and yelled wildly regardless. The DE WITT TIMES NEWS said this
about his visit:
Teddy looked as happy as a school boy on Saturday. He ~as been pictu~ed
and described so much that it did not seem the least bit strange to fmd
him speaking on the streets of DeWitt.

_.......
Teddy Roos~velt speaking on--Main Street in DeWitt.

By 1912, DeWitt had had quite a bit of practice entertaining presidential hopefuls.
Four years earlier, in 1908, William Howard Taft , the Republican candidate for the
presidency had paid a campaign visit to DeWitt . The 350 pound man with the big
mustache was met at the railroad depot and escorted downtown wher e he gave a brief
speech. Taft's presidential opponent, William J ennings Bryan had been the favorite of
DeWitt residents for over ten years. However, Bryan did not visit DeWitt until October 14, 1922. He was described at that time as being a politician-evangelist and gave
a speech at the Sales Pavilion during his visit here. In the local elections of 1907, the

The First World War brought a wave of patriotism to DeWitt. People who became
extremely patriotic wer e known as llOpercent Americans. The irony of the situation
was that most of the 110 percenters were so German that they could hardly speak
English.
Rhymes such as this were popular:
" Ill get me a Turk and a Kaisar, too
And that 's about all one fellow can do !"
"Eny meny miny mo , catch the Kaiser by the toe,
If he hollers, make him say - I surrender USA."

~-
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Round Sale Barn where William Jennings Bryan spoke .

community showed a clear republican majority at the polls and the Populist par ty
seemed to have lost its hold on DeWitt. The citizens had made the decision of whether
to be loyal to the party or the personality. Over 1,000 people turned out to see and hear
Taft, although an even larger crowd came to hear Roosevelt . Teddy had captured the
heart of all America and was much more famous than Taft, which probably contributed to the fact that Roosevelt received a larger audience.
The voices of the politicians in De Witt were soon drowned out by the din of gunfire
in the First World War. Although the United States did not enter the war until 1916, the
citizens of DeWitt were still very interested in what was going on in Europe. These
articles concerning the war appeared in the DE WITT TIMES NEWS in 1914 :
While we of American ancestry are much interested in the great war
drama taking place in Europe , we hardly realize how close at home it
comes to our foreign born citizens most of whom have near relatives and
friends on the battle front. We should be prepared to overlook it if their
interests makes them partisan .
Don 't be too sure that the U.S. will still not yet become involved in the
world wide war, and if we are, it will be the possession of the Philippines
that gets us into it. Every extension that the Japs make into the territory
in the Orient menaces the Philippines and in the present state of inflamed
passion it will take very little to get us into trouble. Hope of peace hangs
on a slender thread for any country, now.

Some of the pro-Americans were so out spoken and radical that GermanAmericans who retained elements of the German culture were forced to pull out of the
Memorial Day parade to the cemetery. The discrimination against foreign born
citizens seldom went much farther than the overturning and burning of out~oor
toilets. In many areas " patriots" burned German Lutheran churches and terronze~
native Germans. Since most of DeWitt was made up of people of German descent, it
was difficult to carry on too much anti-German activity.
.
The war ended on November 11, 1918. Now that the terrors of bombs, p01son gas
and CT-boats were in the past, the town went wildwith celebrations. Businesses closed
and everyone crowded into the streets on that cold Novembe~ day to watch a parade
and "thank God that our boys are finally coming home. " At mght a great bonfire _was
built and German flags, German Bibles or anything that wasn't 110 percent American
was burnt.
When the boys did come home from the war, many of them had the medals of the
fight : gas burns, shell-shock, gun-shot wounds, damaged lungs , arms and legs th~t
had been blown off, little or no eye sight or ears that no lon~er heard. Some ~ever did
make it back home to DeWitt. The soldiers brought back with them the horrible scars
of the great conflict that pad taken place in Europe. DeWitt awoke to the realization
that the terrors of war cannot be burned in a fire or be cured by the return of the men
who fought.
With the end of the First World War, DeWitt passed on into a new area : _the
roaring Twenties; the age of flappers, Fords and a new role for the rural commumty.

CHAPTERV
1920 - 1930

The effects of the Great War on DeWitt and the nation were many a~d far
reaching . The postwar economic boom in America, due to the recon_strucbon of
Europe, caused rural areas to convert to mechanized farming_. Factories that had
manufactured tanks and guns before the war were now turmng out tractors and
plows. The farmer , confident that the high prices for agricultural goods wou~d continue, bought machinery on credit. A considerable number of farmers lost the~r land
and home due to credit buying during this time when the stock market crashed m 1929
and America flew into a financial panic.

The "war to end all wars " fostered insecurity in America . For the first time in
many years American lives and homes had been threatened by a foreign power.
There seemed to be a need to unite to ward off this sense of insecurity. Out of this
postwar feeling grew the secret organization known as the Knights of the Ku Klux
Klan . To the anti-Negro attitude of the post-Civil War Klan , the new order added
opposition to Roman Catholicism and Jews. With the added antigonisms , the appeal of
the Klan spread out of the south where it was re-established, to the rest of the nation.
The Klan appealed to those people suffering from the patriotic hysteria of World War
I. DeWitt, along with a great share of other midwest towns looked on the Klan as a
postwar outlet for further excess Americanism .
The town of DeWitt was visited one morning in 1923 by two Kleagles, or salesmen
and organizers of the Klan . They talked to one of the local businessmen, a furniture
store owner, about organizing the Ku Klux Klan in this area. The furniture man was
not interested in joining but he did refer the Kleagles to other townspeopl ! . Consequently the Klan was organized in DeWitt. The membership fees were ten dollars a
member. Four dollars of this went to the Kleagle . New members were not aware at
the time that they were paying these men their wages. Most members were
businessmen or people of English descent. Only a few Germans joined. Women as
well as men joined in the activities of the K.K.K.
The DeWitt Klan became quite active for awhile. Their activities varied from
offering a reward to anyone who could give information as to the writer of a
threatening letter, to more spectacular displays, such as the time three crosses were
burnt just outside DeWitt. The DE WITT TIMES NEWS published this account of a Ku
Klux Klan meeting in 1924 :
The Ku Klux Klan meeting and parade invitation came off as advertised
Tuesday night. A large number of people heard a short lecture,
descriptive of the intent and purpose of the organization after which the
Knights paraded the streets. The Wilber band gave an open air concert
preceding the program and marched in the parade. About 135 Klansmen
in full regalia, marching three abreast, formed the procession. The little
red school house, several banners and a number of large American flags
were carried by the marchers. The initiation was performed in the Buss
pasture two and a half miles from town and witnessed by a throng of
people. It was estimated that four to five hundred cars were in the
>asture. An immense electric cross, lighted in red, · white · and blue
•ogether with dozens of flares illuminated the surroundings, making
altogether a weird and impressive scene. Near the close of the ceremony,
an immense rocket was fired which exploded at a great height and unfurled a large American flag, lit up by a large flare that accompanied the
flag as it slowly made its way in the light breeze. Whatever good or harm
this organization may be responsible for , is all in the future, and they as
well as their critics, must someday stand before the bar of judgement and
be held accountable for deeds performed in the body.
Appearing in the same issue of the paper was a thanf you note for "the beautiful
parade" and "the interesting outdoor ceremonies" to the Klan from the DeWitt
Commercial Club.
The most impressive of all of the DeWitt Klavern 's activities was the funeral they
conducted for a railway agent on September 27, 1927. Klansmen from Lincoln,
Beatrice, Wymore, Fairbury, Crete, Western and Alexandria were present in full
robe for the affair . They lined up three deep on both sides of one of De Witt's streets for
three blocks as the casket was carried down the aisle between them .

Sometime after 1927, the building in which the Klan meetings were held burned
ciown. All of the white uniforms and things used in conducting meetings of the local
Klavern Wffe burned with it. Interest in the DeWitt Klan had been dying for
sometime , but the fire destroyed it. Some members said the town had been " cleaned
up" and there was nothing more to do .
. .
.
.
.
There were other organizations who were also gammg a foothold m DeWitt durmg
the 1920's. With national prohibition during this time, the Women's Christian Temperance Union, (W.C.T.U.) became active in th_is area. Ladies _support,i,n~ the
eighteenth amendment attended these meetings to hsten to such readings as Life of
the One Time Mountain Moonshiner" or "The Cruelness of the Old Time Saloon." It
was rumored that on several occasions while the women attended a temperance
meeting in the living room , some of the men busied themselves in the basement
bottling home brew . There was evidence of some bootlegging around DeWitt. On one
occasion it was reported that an unknown man impersonated a federal officer in order
to obtain moonshine. Occasional peddlers brought higher grade alcohol into the area ,
but most of the intoxicating beverages consumed in DeWitt between 1920 ~nd 1934
were of the bathtub mix variety . However , the general public seemed to disapprove of
drinking because it was against the law. The DeWitt W.C.T.U. died out, too when the
consumption of alcoholic beverages became legal again in 1934.
The DE WITT TIMES NEWS, which came out against drinking , in favor of
Prohibition , made this comment about one of the " dry" years :
1922 is gone and it wasn't such a bad old year after all for people that
walked or drove slow on the side roads and touched not the fatal hootch.
But for the speed demon and his victums , the booze guzzlers and their
families, it has been a sad and sorrowful year .
The DeMolay Lodge was introduced in DeWitt during 1922. It was advertised as
"an organization for boys in order to build up character and make a man of him."
There were also scouting progr ams for both boys and girls in DeWitt at this time. The
Farmers' Union, involving the whole family, was quite active in DeWitt during the
1920's. They boasted a special union store for members to use.
The American Legion and the Grand Army of the Republic had been in existence
in town for quite a while. In December of 1921 the Women 's Auxiliary organized with
Mrs. J ohn Hendrickson as its first president. The auxiliary met in the homes of the
members . In a notice in the "Times" it was mentioned that members were "free to
bring their own fancywork."
The school was very much a part of life in DeWitt. A Patron Teacher Association
was organized so that the parents might become more involved in their child's
• education. The town bragged that during 1922, out of every dollar paid in taxes in
DeWitt , 45c went to support the school.
In 1922 there were 119 boys and 112 girls attending the town's grade school and
high school. Courses offered the freshmen were : manual training , English,
agriculture, bookeeping, and algebra. Sophomores studied botany, Shakespeare's
Caesar, history and plane geometry. Juniors and seniors chose from either the normal course, the business course or the college preparatory course. The normal
training course consisted of reading , physiology, music , American history and
pedagogy. This type of course prepared one for teaching in a grade school. With the
many rural schools there was a great demand for elementary teachers. Most rural

school teachers began their careers in education after graduation from high school
with no college preparation. Those enrolled in the business course took American
history, business law, English, manual training and typewriting. The business course
prepared students for life in the business world or a job as a secretary. Those students
interested in going on to college studied Shakespeare 's Caesar in Latin, English and
two other electives. The honor roll at DeWitt High School consisted of those students
not absent or tardy during the term.

The first school built in DeWitt was built on the lot where the Herman Dankroger
home stands today . It housed kindergarten through the eighth grades. There wasn't a
high school in DeWitt until about 1884 when a two story brick structure was built north
of where the present grade school stands in town. Very few people finished high school
before the 1900's. One could graduate from the eleventh grade if he had completed the
required subjects and received _§atisfactory ~de_§. _
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Graduating Class of 1911 in DeWitt O_pera House.

DeWitt High School built in 1884.
The high school had a good football team. During the 1921 gridiron season the
DeWitt team saw action playing Western, Adams, the Beatrice Reserves, Seward, the
Doane College Freshmen, the Lincoln Reserves, Crete and Wilber. The school also
had a debating team and a boys' as well as girls' basketball team. Both of the
basketball teams played according to boys' basketball rules.

l>t-WiU lli~h Sdwol BaskrUmll lc•am of 1!120 wilh ('mwh \\'orlh~· Nkhol::is.

The rural schools served as a gathering place for all the people of that district.
The students had Christmas, Thanksgiving and Easter programs that the whole
community was invited to attend. School picnics, box socials and ice cream socials
rounded out country school education with fun. The older boys in a rural school would
help the teacher ·m ake a fire, carry wood or coal for the stove, carry the pail of water
from a neighbor's well and take care of the teacher's horse. The teacher usually lived
with the families in the school district where she was teaching. After graduating from
eighth grade in a country school the students could then attend high school in town.

Rural School Dist. 7-Elsie Miller teacher. Lou, Sylvia, Ida and Bedric Wanek• Elmer
an~ Vernda Smith; Edwin, Henry, Ernest and Alfred Stokebr;md; Esther Kre~scher;
Kall and Gladys Mitchell; Elmer and Lawrence Lewien.

Often in the winter , epidemics of the flu or measles would infect the students m a
one room school and soon spread throughout the community. Whenever anyone was
ill, everybody was concerned. Neighbors would come and sit up all night with sick
children so the mothers could get some rest during the night. In the days before
telephones, when the doctor was needed, someone would have to ride into town to
bring the doctor to the sick person. Dr. LeRoy J. Cross was the first doctor in DeWitt.
His son, Dr. Guy Cross also took up medicine and practiced in DeWitt. Dr. George
Sloss and Dr. Wiggins both were general practitioners in town about this time. Doctors had to be pharmacists as well as kitchen surgeons, dentists, veterinarians and
specialists on every and any disease that might develop in the community. Epidemics
were much more common and more serious then because of the lack of mass immunizations and hygenic knowledge. With the death of Dr. Sloss, DeWitt needed a
physician. Dr. Harvey D. Runty set up his practice in DeWitt in 1932 and served the
area until 1962. Dr. Runty collected the medical instruments of the early DeWitt
doctors and today has them on display at the Homestead National Monument. The
original drugs are in the doctor's bag on display and the instruments such as the skull
borer used in brain surgery and the electric shocker are also shown.

The most typical and perhaps memorable relic of the 1920's is the community
revival meeting. Sometimes the revival would take place in one of the churches in the
area or more often in a large tent just outside town. The services would usually last
every night for a week and feature a famous fire and brimstone preacher. The old
fashioned revival meetings were generally counted quite successful as many sinners
were brought to the Lord in this way. One such revival meeting was advertised in the
DE WITT TIMES NEWS in 1926:

Don't skid into Hell because you do not have your feet shod with the
gospel peace. AND DON'T LET THE REVIVAL MEETINGS SLIDE BY
without you getting some benefit from them. God or the devil wins, and
you will be on one side or the other, and you will choose your own captain:
you cannot sit on the fence . We are not holding these services to coddle
saints but to collar sinners. Remember - the services every night except
Mondays at 7:30.

The business that put DeWitt on the map had its hcginning in the 1920's . ~illiam
p tersen a Danish immigrant was a blacksmith in this small rural commumty. The
eto had just been introduced to De Witt and the age of shoeing horses was on the way
~~t. During the winters when work was slack Mr . Pet~rs,en spent his_time playing w~th
different ideas he formulated to make the blacksm1t? s work easier. In 1921 h: mvented and patented an adjustable wrench. In 1924 he improved the tool and obtam~d
another patent. This second wrench could be locked on the w~rk_and :,voul? rem~m
locked when the hands were removed. Wm. Petersen called_ his mg~mous_ mvent~on
the Vise-Grip Wrench. This became the basis for the present lme of V1se-Gnps; which
consists of ten tools.
In the dead of the Depression of the thirties, William Pete~sen formed a ~opartnership with his children: Christian, Ralph, Richard and Harriet. Man~fact~rmg
began in the blacksmith shop two blocks away from the present factory site with ~
handful of employees. To survive a time when money was scarce and people weren t
buying, the Petersens hired salesmen to sell their product door to door and farm_ to
farm. Often payments were in chickens or other farm produc~. Anothe~ sales device
employed was when one subscribed ~o various farm magazmes for f1;,e y~ars, he
would receive a Vise-Grip as a premmm. These early sales methods planted t_he
seeds" for expansion of the industry. The Vise-Grip actually sold itself because of its
versatility and usefulness. In 1937 it had already been necessary to move to the
present location.

Petersen Wrench Factory-William Petersen, Robert Fischer, Ralph Petersen, Chris
Petersen.

All components of the Vise-Grip Wrench are made at the factory except the. adjusting screw. Principal materials going into the tools are alloy steel and medmm
carbon steel which are shipped to DeWitt in strip form. During the manufacture a
great many processes are brought to play : such as blank~ng and pu~ching, hot ~nd
cold formation processes, hot forging and cold upsettmg operations, machmg ,
milling, drilling, tappings, sizing operations, annealing, heat treating and cop~er
brazing processes, descaling, metal cleaning operatiol)s and electro-platmg
processes.

Tests conducted by the company have shown that the special t_oggle used in the
wrench can increase its gripping power to more than a ton. The tool is valuable for
heavy forming , twisting , bending, crimping, holding jobs. This is how it earned its
nickname, "the world's third hand." The name, Vise-Grip has become part of a
mechanic's vocabulary the world over. The factory now requires 370 some men and
women to keep production orders filled . People from Plymouth, Swanton, Western,
Clatonia, Beatrice, Fairbury and DeWitt are employed. DeWitt has become
Nebraska 's smallest town with the biggest international trade.
The Vise-Grip Wrench Company was one of the few businesses having success in
DeWitt during the later 1920's. This decade and the one following it were fatal for the
small town businessman and farmer . Many businesses were forced to close after the
stock market crash of 1929 and during the drought of the 1930's. The DE WITT TIMES
NEWS, now the only paper in town after consolidating with the DE WITT EAGLE
printed several editorials urging citizens to trade in DeWitt :
... We are running a twelve weeks special advertising section and the
advertisers are here in town, and they are talking to you now. It isn 't
much to ask you in their behalf to give them the patronage they rightly
deserve.
But the automobile made the populace more mobile and the times were hard. The
best prices were found in the cities where people now did their trading. The same
conditions existed for other communities in rural America. The times had begun to
whittle away at DeWitt as she lost business after business.
But the community didn 't die ; the seeds of future growth had been planted firmly by those who came before. The basic strength of DeWitt was evidenced by her
survival of the hard times of the great depression during the 'thirties. Although the
'thirties left their mark on the community, it had proved its charter was strong. As the
depression began, some predicted the exit of the rural villa from American life.
However, the village, as DeWitt illustrates, adjusted to the situation and remained a
significant part of the national scene. But it was not without change. The depression
had cut deep into the agricultural economy. The ranks of farmers , slowly at first, then
rapidly , became thinner. Modern machinery and the lure of the city influenced a
marked decline in the rural population.
DeWitt, like the rest of rural America, was caught up in the dilema of the
population movement to the cities. This was and is an urban age ; a rural community
cannot exist as it once did. Modem transportation and good roads have brought
competition not only from surrounding communities but also from area cities as well.
The old rural economy was a self-sufficient unit with flour mills, small factories , and
many shops. The need for a self-sufficient community is past. This is not to say DeWitt
and the surrounding communities will fade away. On the contrary, in recent years the
village has come alive. New investment and plant expansion to the Vise-Grip
Manufacturing Company has provided a new economic base for the town. New jobs
mean new people and this means new services . All this adds up to work and prosperity
for the entire community. In addition , since the farming operations today are highly
complex and much more extensive in terms of investment in equipment, there is a
continual need for farm services ranging from mechanical reparis to fertilizer application and sales. The agricultural industry needs banking services and repair
shops as well as grocery and other traditional stores . These needs will continue and no
doubt expand. With continuing investments of small industry and farm services, the
people of rural America are providing themselves a good way of life and performing a
vital role in the highly complex society. The village of DeWitt has adapted to this new
role as part of a rural economy in an urban age.

